
UNIVERSITY OF MINNESOTA 
Graduate Schoo 1 

Minutes, Graduate School Executive Committee 
Meeting of Tuesday, January 24, 1984 

1:15 p.m., 303 Johnston Hall 

Present: Faculty representatives--Professors James R. Boen, Jerome W. Hammond, 
Dale L. Lange, Edward I. Sucoff, David R. Thompson, Gerhard H. Weiss; 
administrative representatives--Deans Robert T. Holt (chair), Judson 
D. Sheridan, Kenneth Zimmerman; student representatives--Elin 
Anderson, Kevin Anderson, Stephen Linne, Keith Morton (for Robert 
Stevens); Duluth representative--Stephen C. Hedman; Graduate Fellow
ship Committee representative---Gary R. Gray; Civil Service repre
sentative--Paul Larson; staff--Dennis R. Clayton, Andrew J. Hein, 
Myrna Smith; secretary--Vicki Field 

I. FOR ACTION 

Approval of the Minutes of the Meetings of December 9 and December 20, 1983 

The minutes were approved with the addition of Kevin Anderson to the list 
of those present at the December 9 meeting. 

II. FOR DISCUSSION 

A. Estimated Expenses for Prospective Graduate Students of International 
On g1 n 

B. 

In response to a concern voiced by the Physical Sciences Policy and 
Review Council, Dean Holt called attention to a letter and accompany
ing forms issued by the Graduate School in compliance with a recent 
Immigration and Naturalization Service regulation which asks prospec
tive international graduate students to certify that they have suf
ficient financial resources to cover the period of study at the 
University of Minnesota. Disagreement has arisen over the estimated 
expenses provided by the International Student Adviser's Office (ISAO), 
with some programs maintaining that the figure listed for "usual" 
expenses is considerably too high and diminishes the attractiveness 
of a graduate assistantship or fellowship. Dean Holt was optimistic 
that these materials would be revised next year to reflect "low" and 
"high" (rather than "usual") expenses. 

Proposed Graduate Tuition Structures 

Dean Holt recalled the three alternative tuition schemes (modified 
per credit, dual flat rate, and hybrid tuition models) discussed at 
the Committee's December 20, 1983 meeting and briefly reviewed these. 
Professor Sucoff proposed a fourth alternative, a modified price 
credit structure, according to which students would be required 
to take a specified number of course credits atthe full price 
per credit and additional course credits at half-price. Thesis 
credits would be charged at the full price per credit. Dean 
Holt reported that the Management Planning and Information Services 
Office (MPIS) continues to collect data for computer simulations 
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to be run on the first three proposed tuition structures to deter
mine the tuition rates associated with each that would guarantee 
the same amount of tuition revenue provided under the present 
per credit system. This office will also be asked to examine the 
Sucoff model, he said. Dean Holt asked for Committee members' 
preferences for one of the four plans. He hoped that a new 
tuition structure could be implemented as early as fall quarter 
1984. 

Discussion followed. Professor Sucoff believed that an incen
tive to take additional courses beyond the required minimum 
would be provided by half-price tuition under his proposed plan; 
in contrast, the hybrid tuition system would not offer this 
incentive. Also, as more students registered for courses at 
half-price according to his plan, the unit price would be re
duced, he said. Master's students who completed additional 
course credits at half-price beyond the required 28 (Plan A) 
or 44 (Plan B) credits but failed to complete the degree before 
transferring to a Ph.D. program would need to pay the tuition 
differential for at least 24 of the additional credits at the 
point of transfer. Continual monitoring to ensure current, 
accurate student records was viewed as a possible disadvantage 
to the Sucoff scheme. Professor Boen suggested that requiring 
all students, regardless of degree objective, to take the first 
44 credits at the full tuition rate would make this plan adminis
tratively simple. 

Mr. Morton reported that he and Mr. Stevens had discussed the 
possibility of a minimum credit requirement for the Ph.D. degree 
which would consist of both course and thesis credits; t~e nu~
ber of thesis credits could vary with individual students or 
departments. Dean Holt pointed out that this flexibility would 
not accurately reflect time spent by faculty members in advising 
graduate students. 

Mr. Linne believed that the hybrid model would encourage stu
dents to take grades of incomplete, since under this plan stu
dents would be financially better off if they enrolled for the 
maximum number of credits allowed in the flat tuition band. 
The hybrid scheme would disadvantage part-time students who 
register at the low end of the per credit range and graduate 
assistants who, because of their workloads, must take fewer 
courses. 

Dean Holt reiterated his desire to have a new tuition structure 
adopted for next fall and the need to have a stable tuition/ 
financial aid system in place by fall 1986. He stressed the 

J 
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importance of substantial increases in graduate student support 
to offset tuition increases, which he viewed as inevitable. 
Tuition fellowships, discussed at the Executive Committee meet
ings in December, would have the effect of countering a rise 
in tuition without decreasing the percent of instructional cost 
covered by tuition, he indicated. There was brief discussion 
of how the tuition fellowships would be financed. Professor 
Weiss believed that Minnesota's high tuition rates at the gra
duate level would be alarming to prospective graduate students 
regardless of the financial aid available. In response to a 
question from Mr. Anderson, Dean Holt clarified that the pro
posed tuition fellowships would be funded largely by hard funds 
appropriated by the legislature. He emphasized the incentive 
to departments to appoint graduate assistants on soft funds 
if tuition fellowships are introduced. In response to a ques
tion from Professor Gray, Dean Holt said the Graduate School 
would not know until June 1985 whether the legislature would 
allocate funds for tuition fellowships. 

Professor Sucoff pointed to a potential conflict in a tuition 
structure that would encourage research and teaching assistants 
to take a large number of course credits, since these students 
may have difficulty fulfilling their research or classroom obli
gations if they are taking a heavy course load. 

Mr. Anderson questioned the University as a land-grant institu
tion seeking to lower its tuition rates for out-of-state gra
duate students while increasing them for in-state students. 
As one rationale for this institutional posture, Dean Holt cited 
the need in some programs to attract non-resident students. 
He observed that the decision to move in this direction had 
been made before he became Graduate School Dean. 

Dean Holt identified tuition as the most important variable 
in the total cost of a graduate education, and he stressed the 
need to examine both tuition and financial aid. The Graduate 
School must be in a strong competitive position by fall 1986 
with a financial aid program that is equitable and administra
tively simple, correlates with quality, and provides the right 
incentives. He mentioned a shortcoming of tuition fellowships 
as proposed, namely they would provide support in direct propor
tion to the number of qualified RA's and TA's in a department, 
and thus funds to compensate programs with few or no graduate 
assistants would also need to be established. Professor Gray 
noted that unknown tuition rates for the next academic year 
pose a difficulty for research grant proposers who therefore 
do not know the salary amount to request for RA's. Dean Holt 
acknowledged that this is a problem. 
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Mr. Morton pointed out that on the one hand the University is 
striving to comply with the legislative mandate that tuition 
cover 32 percent of direct instructional cost, while on the 
other the Graduate School plans to ask the legislature for fund
ing for fellowships to offset the tuition increase. He was 
not sure that the legislature would accept this argument. Dean 
Holt mentioned that pressure is being exerted at the Federal 
level to increase support for graduate students, and he 
cited as examples of this the Report of the National Commission 
on Student Financial Assistance and two Federal bills, one con
cerning the Pell Grant program (action is not expected on these 
for about a year, however). 

Professor Boen observed that all of the proposed alternative 
tuition structures except the modified per credit plan would 
allow a student to take a greater number of course credits but 
pay less than under the present per credit system. 

Dean Holt emphasized the need to eliminate the incentive provided 
by per credit tuition to make choices on economic rather than 
academic grounds. There is substantial faculty support for 
a move ctway from per credit tuition, he indicated. He stated 
that he would accept Graduate School tuition at 32 percent of 
direct instructional cost only if this tuition rate could be 
offset by tuition fellowships. Funding for fellowships (includ
ing state-supported tuition fellowships) will need to increase 
by fall 1986 to $7-8 million above current funding levels, he 
maintained. 

Committee members seemed to agree that no firm decision could 
be reached on an alternative tuition structure in the absence 
of the figures from MPIS and given the uncertainty of state 
appropriated funds for tuition fellowships. Professor Lange 
said he would not wish to make a final judgment without review
ing the possible tuition rates associated with each of the four 
models, and he pointed to the significant number of part-time 
students in the education and psychology area who could poten
tially be disadvantaged by the dual flat rate or hybrid tuition 
structures. Dean Holt noted that programs with few master's 
students and low course requirements for the Ph.D. degree will 
be disadvantaged by all four schemes and will require special 
assistance, perhaps in the form of tuition grants, during the 
transition period. 

Dean Holt called for an indication of Committee members• tenta
tive preferences with the following result: 
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l. Modified per credit tuition - 0 

2. Dual flat rate tuition - 2 

3. Hybrid tuition - 4 

4. Marginal price credit tuition - 5 

5. Morton/Stevens minimum credit requirement 
credits - 1 

to include thesis 

Dean Holt reiterated that the same amount of tuition must be 
generated at the graduate level regardless of the tuition struc
ture. He said he would like to include an alternative tuition 
system in the 1984-86 Graduate School Bulletin, which would 
mean that the Committee should make a dec1s1on by early March. 
Any structure replacing per credit tuition must not provide 
incentives to take fewer credits or sit in on courses without 
registering for them because of the serious long-term effects 
of these behaviors. The tuition system should also not provide 
financial motivation for selecting a master•s or Ph.D. degree, 
Dean Holt stressed. There was consensus that the University 
should be urged to adopt an alternative tuition structure for 
graduate students by fall 1984. 

Dean Zimmerman inquired if Graduate School tuition would be 
at about 26-27 percent of instructional cost if tuition increases 
next fall to approximately $90 per credit as is projected. Dean 
Holt replied that this percentage figure was about right. The 
University of Minnesota can exist as a public institution with 
high tuition only if tuition is offset by high financial aid, 
Dean Holt maintained. 

III. FOR DISCUSSION AND ACTION 

Recommendations from the Task Force on Doctoral Programs 

Dean Zimmerman introduced discussion of the recommendations by recal
ling that the Committee had considered recommendations I., II.l., 
and II.2.a. at the December 9 meeting. It was agreed to again take 
up each recommendation in turn, beginning with recommendation II.2. 
b. 

Recommendation II.2.b. Dean Zimmerman read a portion of a letter 
from Professors Crookston and Rasmusson in which they recommended 
that the examining committee discuss the preliminary oral examina
tion before any vote is taken. He noted that several had objected 
to the word .. secret, .. and he re-read the original Task Force recom
mendation which did not include this term. Professor Weiss, who 
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had served on the Task Force, restated the rationale for the recommen
dation, namely to prevent a strong committee member from influencing 
the outcome of the examination. Professor Thompson reported that the 
Physical Sciences Policy and Review Council had also voiced concern 
over use of the word "secret" and feared that a committee member would 
be reluctant to change his or her initial vote following discussion. 
Dean Holt pointed to the advantages of a vote taken without knowledge 
of others• preferences and reported that this practice is standard in 
his program. Professor Boen agreed that an initial, non-binding 
written vote increases candor and decreases the possibility of intim
idation by a strong committee member. 

The Executive Committee voted to approve recommendation II.2.b. 
rewritten as follows: "Immediately after the preliminary oral exami
nation, the candidate should be excused from the room and a written 
vote should be taken prior to discussing the examination. Following 
discussion, a second and final vote shall be taken, and the partici
pants shall sign in the appropriate place on the report form." 

Recommendation 11.3. Dean Hein asked who would sign the initial 
letter to the student in the case of an examination passed with reser
vations, and he pointed out that the same signatures would be required 
on the second letter attesting that the reservations had been satis
fied. Professor Thompson observed that signatures of all examining 
committee members would be difficult to gather in the one week allowed 
by the recommendation. Professor Lange suggested that the chair of 
the examination be empowered to sign on the committee•s behalf. Dean 
Hein noted the added difficulty posed by the length of time required 
by the student to satisfy the reservations. He stressed the need for 
reasonable and clearly articulated reservations (if the reservations 
cannot be met in a reasonable period of time, perhaps the vote should 
have been to fail the student, he suggested). Reservations should be 
expressed at the point of the preliminary oral examination rather than 
at the final oral defense, Dean Hein emphasized. 

Following further discussion it was agreed that the chair of the pre
liminary oral examination could write the letters described in recom
mendation 11.3. on the committee•s behalf and that the reservations 
should be clearly stipulated. Executive Committee members concurred 
that these points should be understood but that it was not necessary 
to make them explicit in the recommendation. A sentence was added at 
the end of recommendation 11.3. stating that the final oral examina
tion cannot be scheduled until a copy of the second letter (informing 
the student that the reservations have been satisfied) is received by 
the Graduate School. The recommendation was approved with this 
amendment. 
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Recommendation III.l. was approved by consensus. 

Recommendation III.2. Questions were raised concerning both the time 
allowed in which to read the thesis and enforcement of the policy. 
Professor Lange believed that enforcement was not an issue; most 
importantly, the recommendation would clearly give faculty members 
the right to demand a reasonable period in which to read the disser
tation if this was necessary. Professor Weiss conveyed the opinion 
of the Task Force that the thesis is a major work requiring careful 
reading, however students often provide short notice for thesis review. 

The Executive Committee voted to approve recommendation III.2. with a 
change in the time allowed for reading the dissertation from thirty 
days to two weeks. 

Recommendation IV.l. was approved by consensus. 

Recommendation IV.2. Since this recommendation appeared to be inherent 
in recommendation IV.l., Executive Committee members agreed to combine 
the two as follows: 11 Certification by the thesis committee that the 
thesis can be defended is appropriate (reaffirmation of current prac
tice). This means that the thesis stands as a complete written docu
ment of the work accomplished and is sound in principle and design. 11 

It was understood that the remaining recommendations in this section 
would be renumbered accordingly. 

Recommendations IV.3.,4., and 5. were approved by consensus. 

Recommendation IV.6. Committee members concurred that the focus of 
this recommendation was the final oral examination and should thus be 
added as a third item under recommendation VIII. It was suggested 
that this notion (that certification of the thesis as ready for defense 
does not imply that the final oral examination is an empty formality) 
should be reflected in the Graduate School Bulletin but not on the 
report form for the examination. 

Recommendation IV.7. was approved by consensus. 

Recommendations V.l. and 2. were approved by consensus. 

Recommendation V.3. Concerning item V.3.a., Mr. Linne argued that, 
pratically speaking, the candidate could not list him- or herself as 
th~ sole author of a thesis presented in the form of articles appro
prlate for submission to a professional journal if the articles 
resulted from work done as part of a faculty member's research grant. 
Professor Thompson pointed out that while the student could perhaps 
not claim exclusive authorship of the individual article(s), he/she 
could nevertheless be listed as sole author of the thesis. 
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Dean Hein inquired where and how the adviser would make the student•s 
contribution clear to the examining committee if the manuscript 
included more than the student•s data (item V.3.b.). After brief 
discussion it was agreed to re-word this recommendation as follows: 
11 If the manuscript includes more than the student•s research, the 
student must make his/her contribution clear to the committee ... 
Professor Boen suggested that this could be done in the form of a 
verbal statement to the committee at the examination. 

With respect to item V.3.e., Dean Zimmerman noted that the Graduate 
School does not approve requests to publish thesis-related work prior 
to completion of the degree but receives notification of this intent 
for information only. Dean Hein reported that he generally receives 
two such notices per week. Mr. Clayton raised the question of whether 
copyright law is violated in the case of pre-published thesis-related 
material incorporated into the thesis and copyrighted again by 
University 1'1icrofilms. Committee members agreed that the Graduate 
School should further explore issues implicit in this recommendation, 
but approved the recommendation as written. 

Recommendations V.3.c.,d., and f. were approved by consensus. 

Recommendations V.4. and 5. were approved by consensus. 

Recommendation V.6. Committee members agreed to delete the last 
sentence of this recommendation beginning, 11 The adviser will then be 
required to sign a form ... ,•• since it was felt that this wording was 
superfluous. The recommendation was approved with this change. (It 
was understood that the final report form should not be signed and 
filed with the Graduate School until all reservations have been 
satisfied.) 

Recommendations V.7. and 8. were approved by consensus. 

Recommendations VI. 1. and 2. were approved by consensus. 

Recommendation VII. 1. Clarification was sought concerning which 
committee members, if not the adviser, could serve as chair of the 
final oral examination. It was agreed that this individual would 
need to be a full member of the graduate faculty and could represent 
the minor or supporting field. With this clarification, the recom
mendation was approved as worded. 

Recommendation VII.2. The requirement that at least two committee 
members normally represent a graduate program and budgetary unit 
other than those of the candidate•s major was debated at length. 
Dean Holt suggested that the word .. normally .. recognizes exceptions 
to the general rule. Dean Hein pointed out that the following three 
situations would always be exceptional: 

J 

J 
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l) instances of several graduate degree programs all housed 
within a single budgetary unit (Classics, Classical Area Studies, 
Greek and Latin were cited as examples); 

2) fields with approved internal minors (according to present 
Graduate School policy, only one examining committee member must 
represent a field external to the major for programs offering 
an internal minor); and 

3) graduate degree programs not attached to a budgetary unit. 

t~ajority opinion appeared to favor "normally" as sufficient to cover 
these exceptional cases. 

Following brief discussion, Committee members agreed to change the 
number of designated thesis reviewers in the second sentence from 
three to two and approved recommendation VII.2. with this amendment. 

Recommendation VII.3. was approved by consensus. 

Recommendation VIII.l. was approved with the deletion of the word 
"formal" in the first sentence and, because of the possible difficulty 
in assembling committee members twice, revision of the second sentence 
to read: "A closed meeting between the candidate and the appointed 
examining committee will immediately follow the thesis presentation, 
after which the candidate shall be excused and the vote will be taken 
on whether the student has passed the examination." It was under
stood that the seminar could take place only after the thesis had 
been judged ready for defense. 

Recommendation VIII.2. was approved by consensus. 

(No vote was taken on recommendations IX. and X.) 

Dean Holt said that a special meeting of the Executive Committee would be 
called to try to reach some consensus on an alternative to per credit tuition 
if the figures from t1PIS arrive prior to February 28, the Committee's next 
scheduled meeting date. 

The meeting was adjourned. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Vicki Field, Assistant to the Dean 


